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Words with art

The pilot fish was hired to create an intranet for this manufacturing business, and there is one critical requirement he gave when he took the job: He can't call it by name. I was told under no circumstances to call it an intranet, the fish said. They told me to call it I-Web. It turned out that one of the family members who ran the place was a
little technologically ignorant, except that he was very paranoid. When the IT boss suggested we develop an intranet, she went ballistic, knowing in a loud voice that the internet would never be allowed in! Why, all this, all these subversive, all these hackers! The boss tried to explain that the intranet is not the same as the internet, but it
excited her. So a few months later, he approached her again with the idea of an exciting new technology called I-Web. This time she was 100 per cent on board - because it wasn't on the internet. Get on board with Sharkey. Send me your true stories of IT life in sharky@computerworld.com. I'il put a shark's shirt on you every time I use
one. Add your comments below, and read some great old tales in Sharkives. Take your daily dose of extraordinary charged by absurd's IT theater, delivered directly to your inbox. Subscribe now to the Daily Shark newsletter. Image copyright © 2016 IDG Communications, Inc. Recently, Comstock, 46, was launched at General Electric; we
should thank her for ecomagination. She moved to GE's NBC Universal unit 18 months ago, and has just received a new gig that combines advertising sales and digital media across the TELEVISION network, cable channels and film studio. Want to stream Heroes, read the interactive novel, then bid online for artwork from the show?
Thank Comstock for all this. The economics of television were simple. Do you understand how to make money today when I can watch 30 Rock at almost any time? We understand it much better than before. Digital media allows us to open new windows without the cannibalization you might expect. So, yes, we can offer 30 Rock in
preview, then on the air, then streaming, then iTunes, then mobile, and then syndication. We did the modeling. Looks like we're going to make more money. How do advertisers align with this new world? Some know what they want, some less. But now every marketing works digitally, not because it's fashionable, but because it has to.
Purchasing groups have created units called vision, sound and movement [to work in the media]. They expect us to join the target users: What do we know about them and how to reach them? How do viewing habits change? At NBC.com we've had 60 million streams [from TV shows]. Many of these are repetitive spectators. Others are in
an hour-long shift. They are also changed to iTunes or over the phone. Does that work for you, too? If consumers control things, understand how they want to watch. We have to find the right solution. What's the next new thing? More personal expression to engage in storytelling. Like SMS text to vote on a reality show, or watch Heroes
and dial a phone number. That's so simple, but not for me. We'll come back one day and say: We were so cute back then! All of this implies a huge cultural change. How's nbc coping? This space is indifferent and chaotic, and we constantly try to get out of our way. With success, you become a little more confident. But we need to be more
focused and more disciplined. Are you still, as you once said of yourself, daringly impatient? To. I'm afraid, too. I scan the landscape all the time. What's the next new thing? Who's going to get there first? This business is like this. You have to choose a path, hold it and feel good. The second guesses will be done with more than an ulcer.
Through John Ruiz Creating attractive text is vital for creating attractive banners and poster ads for your business. Basic Windows apps like Microsoft Paint and Wordpad don't come with tools that let you add effects to your text. Fortunately, there are free online tools that can do the job, so you won't have to buy expensive graphical design
software or pay a professional designer just to create a beautiful word art. Visit the Cool Text site and choose the word art style from one of the available thumbnails. Type the text for your word exhibition card in the text box under Design your logo. Change other options of the word art, such as font type, color properties, and text size, if
necessary. Click the Render button to create the word Art. Click the Download Image link to save it to your computer. Visit the Flamingotex website. Click Start here and click on the Start creating logo button. Click on a logo from the available thumbnails or links to use as a style for your word art. Type the text for your word statement in the
Logo Text text box. Change the font size, font, and other advanced logo properties if necessary. Click the Create Logo button to generate the word art. Click the Download button to save it to your computer. Visit the Xara 3D Heading Maker website. Type the text for your word in the Text box. Click the Select Style button to display the
Styles window and click on a style that you want to use as your text design. Click the Select font button and select the font that you want to apply to your text. Click the Size drop-down menu and select the font size you like and select a color from the color palette to change the color of the text. Click the Browse button to create the word
Art. Click the graphic of the generated word art to download it to your computer. Kitchen collages Decorate a wall with shade boxes, hold items that are likely to be found in a food preparation area: cellulose mushrooms, bottle caps sporting graphic logos, stainless steel kitchen tools. Make bright backgrounds from art-delivery paper cut out
to fit inside the boxes. Create dynamic arrangement with asymmetric groups. Groups. the orientation of the mushrooms vertically and horizontally (to preserve the colors of the mushrooms, rinse them in a 50-50 solution of water and mineral oil, squeeze and leave to dry for an hour). Put the bottle caps in a diamond pattern; pull one cap
from the rest. Place a swing to the left of a box, then echo its vertical line through the display with pairings of smaller tools, one above the other; on one pair slightly taller than the others. Place the mushrooms and caps on your bottles on your background with glue, the tools with Velcro Sticky back fasteners (available in craft stores). Living
area Artwork Fabric samples, tassels, paint chips, tiles and reels of thread give a designer twist to shade boxes. For visual unity, choose boxes with the same colored frames and use the same fabric as a background. Wrap the fabric about 1/4 inch-thick foam board pre-cut to fit in the boxes; fastening the canvas edges on the back of each
board with strips of 1.1 cm wide of packing tape. Let a fancy velvet tassel take center stage in a box. In another, alternating eight reels of thread into two columns, forming a chessboard. Overlapping of flat elements, such as paints and samples, in a third box, as well as on a decorating board. Attach light objects to the background with 1
1/2-inch pins (available in craft stores); Use a glue gun to stick heavier items such as tiles and reels. Tip: Stunning elements fit energy arrangement; symmetrical layouts convey order and balance. Office-Space adornments can be extremely graphic when presented in silver frames made of matte metal. For background, cut off five pieces
of paper for the delivery of works (here: two gray, one rust, two brown) and three pieces of an 11/44-inch foam board to fit within. For the upper frame, mount a piece of gray paper on a board with multifunctional spray glue (available in pot shops). Using 1 1/2-inch pins, fasten one end of six pairs of large red, blue and purple rubber bands
(alternate colors) in one bunch in the upper left corner of the background. Stretch each pair diagonally to the lower right corner, forming a pattern of stars; fasten the free ends with the pins. For the middle frame, spray the rust on another board. With an X-acto knife and ruler, cut out a plus sign in the center of the board. Make Xs in each
corner with metal pins. Slide a sheet of brown paper under the board; will be displayed using the plus sign. For the lower frame, spray the second piece of brown paper on another board. Use the knife and ruler to cut out a thin, stepped, perishable border. Then, working outside from the center of the board, overlap independent notes in
three colors, creating a woven pattern. Leave a little space between the notes and the cropping border. Toss the remaining sheet of paper under the board; will be displayed through the cutouts. This content is created and maintained by a third party and is imported into this to help users provide their email addresses. You may find more
information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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